June 2019 Acquisitions

Stony the road: Reconstruction, white supremacy, and the rise of Jim Crow
Henry Louis Gates, Jr
E185.61 .G253 2019

The intersection of race and gender in national politics
Wanda V. Parham-Payne
E185.86 .P276 2017

The war before the war: fugitive slaves and the struggle for America's soul from the Revolution to the Civil War
Andrew Delbanco
E450 .D45 2018

Environmental sustainability and American public administration: past, present, and future
J. Michael Martinez
HC110.E5 M377 2016

Beyond same-sex marriage: perspectives on marital possibilities
edited by Ronald C. Den Otter; foreword by Elisabeth Sheff
HQ519 .B489 2016

Advocates for animals: an inside look at the extraordinary efforts to end animal suffering
Lori B. Girshick; foreword by Gene Baur
HV4764 .G52 2017

Gender, power, and violence: responding to sexual and intimate partner violence in society today
Angela J. Hattery and Earl Smith
HV6626 .H3249 2019

How the police generate false confessions: an inside look at the interrogation room
James L. Trainum
HV8073.3 .T735 2016

Careers in international law
edited by Marcelo Bombau
KF299.I6 C4 2019

Annotated model rules of professional conduct
Ellen J. Bennett, Helen W. Gunnarsson, [editors]
KF305 .A2 2019b

101+ practical solutions for the family lawyer: sensible answers to common problems
[edited by] Gregg Herman
KF505.A2 A15 2019

The military divorce handbook: a practical guide to representing military personnel and their families
Mark E. Sullivan
KF535 .S85 2019
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Rights and reproductions: the handbook for cultural institutions
edited by Anne M. Young
KF3060.1 .R54 2019

Biotechnology and the law
Hugh B. Wellons, Robert F. Copple, and William Wofford, editors
KF3133.B56 B563 2019

Environmental law in a nutshell
Daniel A. Farber, Sho Sato Professor of Law, University of California, Berkeley
KF3775.Z9 F56 2019

Legal guide to the business of marijuana
James T. O'Reilly
KF3891.M2 O74 2018

Fidelity & constraint: how the Supreme Court has read the American constitution
Lawrence Lessig
KF4550 .L44 2019

The U.S. intelligence community law sourcebook: a compendium of national security related
laws and policy documents
Andrew Borene, Adam Pearlman, and Harvey Rishikof, editors
KF4850 .A3 2019

Sandra Day O’Connor: how the first woman on the Supreme Court became its most influential
justice
Joan Biskupic
KF8745.O25 B57 2005

Complex criminal litigation: prosecuting drug enterprises and organized crime
Jimmy Gurulé, Mark H. Bonner, Laurie Levenson
KF9375 .G87 2019

Confronting underground justice: reinventing plea bargaining for effective criminal justice
reform
William R. Kelly with Robert Pitman
KF9654 .K45 2018

Danse macabre: temporalities of law in the visual arts
Desmond Manderson, Australian National University
N8219.L3 M36 2019

Academic library metamorphosis and regeneration
Marcy Simons
Z675.U5 S553 2018
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Searching the grey literature: a handbook for searching reports, working papers, and other unpublished research
Sarah Bonato
Z1033.G73 B66 2018